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The Little Theatre Guild represents
114 member theatres that control
and manage their Theatre buildings.
Our members are all amateur theatre
companies with an annual audience of
over 650,000 patrons, and a turnover
of approximately £4 million. Visit us at
www.littletheatreguild.org

LTG Diary of Events
1,2 & 3 September 2017
NATIONAL COMMITTEE MEETING
Crescent Theatre Birmingham
29, 30 September, 1 October 2017
NORTHERN REGION AGM & CONFERENCE
City Theatre, Durham
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14 October 2017
CENTRAL REGION AGM & CONFERENCE
Market Theatre, Ledbury
20, 21, 22 October 2017
SOUTHERN REGION AGM & CONFERENCE
Plaza Theatre, Romsey
“Step outside your comfort zone and
discover what other theatres are doing
– it is amazing what you learn by talking
to other delegates – and you make new
friends.” (Margaret Mann, Southport LT and
Northern Region Secretary)
Romsey’s LTG Rep Bob Heather reported
in June:
The Saturday entertainment will be
Sondheim’s Sweeney Todd The Demon
Barber. We are still going through the options

Some anniversaries

Teddington Theatre Club celebrated its 90th anniversary
on 2nd July with an afternoon tea party.
Southport Little Theatre on 8th September will celebrate
80 years in their wonderful purpose built theatre in Hoghton
Street.
Talisman Theatre, Kenilworth will celebrate 75 years on
Saturday 14th October with a Dinner Dance.

Summer Treats

The Guardian’s recommendations for ‘the 20 best theatrical
summer treats’ (on 19th June) headed by Michael Billington,
managed to get outside the M25! Although 9 puffs were for new
and old shows in the West End, the Edinburgh Festival achieved
4 recommendations, leaving just 7 shows in the whole of the
rest of the country, or 5 if you discount Manchester’s 2 trendy
venues. And of these 5, there comes a puff for the RSC Titus
Andronicus, in a new production by Blanche McIntyre, which if
it does not substantially improve on her production last season
of Two Noble Kinsmen, should definitely be avoided!
One sometimes wonders what world these critics inhabit!
July and August are usually quiet months in the Guild, but
some members mount a summer production that might be
worth a journey to catch: I note The Deep Blue Sea in Ilkley,
and Sleuth in Carlisle; Guys & Dolls in Nottingham, and Dance
Hall Sweethearts in St Albans & Highgate Gatehouse; and Trap
for a Lonely Man in Seaford, and Hi Di Hi in Hayling Island.
Fuller details of course on the Guild website!

Thinking and Planning Ahead

Following the National Conference & AGM at Archway Theatre,
Horley, Guild meetings are being lined up for the next three
years – dates and details are of course still to be finalized, but
it is encouraging to find that some theatres really are keen to

for the workshops, as we want to find the ideal
combination to please all comers. We hope to
have the booking forms ready by the end of
August to send out to all Southern reps.

Change of LTG Rep
FOOTLIGHTS CLUB,
GRAND THEATRE, LANCASTER
Sim Lane-Dixon
2 Ascot Close
Lancaster
LA1 4LT
Tel: 01524 68707
Mob: 0777 577 0508
Email: simlanedixon@tiscali.co.uk

get involved early. The theatres so far which have promised to
host meetings are:
Plaza Theatre, Romsey, Southern Region Conference 2017
City Theatre, Durham, Northern Region Conference 2017
People’s Theatre, Newcastle, National Conference & AGM 2018
Garrick Theatre, Stockport, Northern Region Conference 2018
Stables Theatre, Hastings, Southern Region Conference 2018
Questors Theatre, Ealing, National Conference & AGM, 2020
Chads Theatre, Cheadle Hulme, Northern Region Conference 2020
Some of these meetings co-incide with very important
anniversaries for the member theatres offering to host. The
gap in the list is for 2019 – anyone out there especially in the
Central Region with good reason to celebrate 1929, or 1949?

AGM Changes to the
National Committee

At the recent AGM at Archway Theatre, Horley in early April,
a new National Committee was elected, consisting of:
Chairman – Mike Smith (Durham City Theatre)
Vice-Chairman – Jo Matthews (Questors Theatre)
Secretary – Caroline Chapman (Royalty Theatre)
Treasurer – Brian Stoner (Bingley Little Theatre)
PRO – Kevin Spence (Doncaster Little Theatre)
NLO – Tom Williams (Chesil Theatre, Winchester)
and as representatives at large Robert Gill – (Barn Theatre, Welwyn)
Sandra Simpson – (Bolton Little Theatre)
Paul Tester - (Archway Theatre, Horley)
(Retiring Chairman Andrew Lowrie stays on the committee
for one more year: and of course the Regional Secretaries currently Margaret Mann - Northern, Jackie Blackwood –
Central, and Eddie Redfern – Southern – sit on the national
committee, but we can anticipate some changes here at the
forthcoming regional AGMs in the Autumn.)

Little Theatre Guild of Great Britain
www.littletheatreguild.org

National Secretary:
Caroline Chapman
Friar’s Oak
24 Mill Farm Road
Hamsterley Mill
Tyne & Wear
NE39 1NW
Tel: 01207 545280
Email: caroline.chapman1816@gmail.com
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THE EDITOR

During the production of this edition of the
Newsletter, Michael Shipley was taken ill. He is
now recovering but was unable to oversee the
final stages. Apologies if the finished article is not
‘shipley-standard’!
Expect details soon of where to send your news
clippings and theatre gossip.
Sandra Simpson

LTG Newsletter
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Letter from the Chairman
The Arts Council probably
arouses mixed emotions among
our members. Vast sums are
spent funding London based
institutions such as the Royal
Shakespeare Company, National
Theatre and the Royal Opera
House. These are organisations
with a global reputation that
deserve to be supported.

the last two groups were suffering from an ageing and
declining membership. That may resonate with some of
our threatres but in the main we seem to be holding our
own rather well. It is though a good vehicle for networking
and exchanging ideas. During a discussion on Child
Safeguarding and Protection some of the organisations
seemed well behind the curve in the degree of knowledge
and expertise they possessed. Thanks to the work of
people such as Eddie Redfern and Kevin Spence that
sertainly does not apply to LTG.

Yet it must also be acknowledged that the arts in London
receive a disproportionate amount of public subsidy at
the expense of the regions. The Arts Council have tried
to rectify this by spending an additional £42.5m outside
London from 2018. This is to be welcomed in so far as
it goes.

The meeting had rather an unexpected result when I was
contacted by Voluntary Arts asking for our assistance as
they were trying to arrange a visit from a delegation from
South Korea. That delegation comprised both their own
Department of Culture and their equivalent of Voluntary
Arts. They wanted to visit some amateur theatres in
the London area. We were able to assist and they had
already made contact with Questors. I did note that on
four Saturdays in July Questors are showcasing Samuel
Beckett: A Beginner’s Guide to the Father of Absurdism.
If they manage to catch it, it will be interesting to see
what they make of it.

We are acutely aware that very few of our theatres
receive any Arts Council funding at all. This is despite
the fact that in some towns our theatre is the main
arts provider. We have attempted to address this lack
of recognition and funding by having a meeting with
Jesse Norman MP the then Chairman of the House of
Commons Culture, Media and Sports committee. My
predecessor Andrew Lowrie also addressed a meeting of
that committee. This work will continue.
Our central message is that we provide affordable
drama throughout the UK with virtually no government
funding. Most of our theatres also encourage the arts
by hiring out their theatres. At the same time we have
to fund from our own resources the not inconsiderable
cost of complying with government legislation. This is
something we fell the Arts Council should recognise and
take note of.
Every so often you have a jaw dropping moment. Mine
came when I nearly choked on my breakfast toast. There
staring me in the face was the headline in the Daily
Telegraph “TV is killing am-dram, says royal costumier
forced to shut its doors”. Apparently the unfortunate
costumier was forced to close because people prefer to
spend their Saturday night watching TV than going to
their local theatre.
I felt this could not go unchallenged and you will
find my letter of reply in this issue. Unfortunately the
letter column was dominated by comments on the then
ongoing general election and it wasn’t printed. I will try
again when a suitable issue arises.
As part of our policy of contributing and trying to
influence arts policy we support the work of Voluntary
Arts. They encourage participation in creative and cultural
activities across the UK and the Republic of Ireland. I
attended my first meeting at Radio York and it was an
interesting experience.
I found myself discussing matters with a disparate but
worthy group which included organisations representing
youth drama, choirs and lace and quilt making. At last

Many of our theatres have already embraced the
advantages of innovative lighting to improve the quality
of their productions. In some ways lighting has been the
Cinderella part of stage design. That is changing fast
with the demise of the traditional box set. To encourage
greater use of lighting to enhance productions we are
working on a proposal from the Association of Lighting
Designers (ALD), a professional body, to offer an award
to recognise excellence in performance lighting design
practice in the UK. This will be to recognise quality lighting
design delivered by amateurs and will be restricted to
LTG members.
We need first to establish whether there is sufficient
interest for the ALD to run the award and obtain the
substantial sponsorship it requires. Your LTG rep has
already received an email about this with a pro forma for
completion. Could I urge you to reply positively?
We have now completed a series of Relationship
Meetings across our three regions. I attended a number of
them which were well supported and produced a number
of positive suggestions. The National Committee will
be holding a weekend meeting in September to discuss
these and other matters. I certainly anticipate this will
lead to a number of new initiatives in the Autumn.
I’m very concious that throughout
the country members of our theatres
have put in a considerable amount
of work to ensure their theatres
continue to thrive. Could I take this
opportunity to thank you for your
contributions and hope you enjoy
the holiday month of August.
Mike Smith
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Ticket Prices
Following on from the short piece
in the last issue of the Newsletter
about whether or not we underprice our theatrical products, the
Newsletter for Leicester Little
Theatre announced the board’s
policy for 2017/18. The details
are:
* Tickets will cost £15.00 (£13.00
for concessions) each;
* A system of graduated discounts
when multiple plays are booked
and settled in a single transaction;
* A group discount of 5% will be
offered when booking 5 to 9 seats
for a single performance, with a
discount of 10% when booking
for 10 or more seats for a single
performance;
* When booking tickets for a show,
you will be able to buy programme
vouchers which can be exchanged
for programmes at a reduced price
on the day of performance;
* The ‘Young Theatregoers’
scheme will continue, when up to
30 tickets per performance priced
@ £5.00 are available to 16 – 25
year olds from the box office on
the day of performance, subject to
availability.
It’s always interesting to learn
what other theatres are charging!

How quickly
news travels
nowadays
Barry Hill writes in the Newsletter
for Teddington Theatre Club:
“Just before The Pillowman
opened, the board were worried
that advance ticket sales were very
poor both for this controversial
studio production and for the
equally controversial Jerusalem
which was to follow shortly in the
main house.
However, two things came to the
rescue after the first performances
of both plays - the excellence of the
acting and direction and the fact
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that we can now almost instantly
reach thousands of people on the
web. We used to have something
we called ‘the grapevine’ which
relied on word of mouth and the
old-fashioned telephone (which
was in your living room rather
than your pocket in those days)
and maybe the odd letter or
postcard, but that was slow and
cumbersome and for many who,
by the time they got the message
and decided to book, it was too
late. The show was over.
Not so today. We now use what
is, I believe, called ‘social media’
all the time. Put something on
Facebook or Twitter and before
you know it thousands of people
have got the message which
has bounced around the world
from Hampton Hill via Mexico,
the Pitcairn Islands and two or
three satellites to arrive back in
Teddington forty seconds later.
I don’t understand these
modern
communications
and
don’t even have a mobile phone,
but I take my hat off unreservedly
to the small team of TTC people
who do understand these things
and ensured that the later
performances of both these very
well-received productions were
sell-outs. So well done to casts
and crews, and a special thankyou to our tech savvy people who
help to put bums on seats.”

A letter to
the Daily
Telegraph
Chairman Michael Smith
writes:
“I always start the day by
reading the Daily Telegraph while
I munch my toast. I nearly choked
on it when I read the article “TV
is killing am-dram, says royal
costumier forced to shut its doors”.
I thought I should strike while
the iron is hot and wrote the letter
below to the Editor. The figures
quoted were from our yearbook

and Robert Gill’s analysis for
which many thanks. When dealing
with the Press I feel topicality
is everything. It does of course
remain to be seen whether they
print it - I’m not holding my
breath.
Subject: Letters to the Editor
(in response to an article in
your 6 June edition - Page 11)
Sir,
I’m afraid I must take issue
with Jim Robinson of Cotswold
Costumiers who says “TV is
killing am-dram”. Nothing could
be further from the truth.
It is always sad to see a well
established business such as
Cotswold Costumiers close down
but the business of costuming
amateur productions is changing
due to the high cost of hiring
costumes. Most of the theatres
that belong to our organisation
now run their own costume
departments manned by an
army of keen volunteers. Their
wardrobes are often extensive
and most have become adept at
making or altering costumes as
required. Indeed many are also
hiring out costumes.
Neither are we really losing
audience to TV. Our organisation
which is open to amateur groups
who own or control their theatre
is seeing membership increase on
a year by year basis. Currently
we have 112 member theatres
throughout the United Kingdom
and last year they put on over 800
productions with a total audience
of 625,000.
Many of our theatres are finding
audiences are increasing and in
no small part this is due to them
providing quality live theatre at an
affordable price with an average
ticket price of just over £10.00.
So far from TV killing am-dram the
reverse is true with our audiences
enjoying an affordable alternative
to TV in their own community.
Yours sincerely.
Michael Smith
Chairman of the Little Theatre
Guild of Great Britain
(Sadly the Daily Telegraph declined
to print the letter!)
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Youth Theatre Matters
Lewes Little Theatre Youth Group’s professional tutor for
the Saturday School, Tim Rowland, states “I am very proud of
our dedicated students and their well-deserved recent success
(in the Trinity College exams) through their appreciation for the
performing arts, theatre and respect of method acting performance
approaches. We looked at influences such as Lee Strasberg and
Steven Berkoff that enabled them to explore the characters in depth
within scripted texts as well as deliver engaging improvisation
pieces through distinctive thought processes.”
Whilst the group encourages students to take the Trinity College
exams, there is no pressure for them to do so. The main focus for
the LTYG’s Saturday School morning sessions is for the 10 to 25
year old students to enhance their acting and performing abilities
through the advanced tuition and one-to-one style guidance.
Spring was a busy period for Southport Youth Theatre:
“After the fun and frolics of Panto, His Dark Materials took the
young members on a leap of faith with a challenging production for
cast members, production team and audiences alike.
Twenty five young actors were challenged to play more than
70 different characters, learning to work as an ensemble, deliver
complex speeches and keep focussed and energised throughout
a lengthy and fast moving play. Some audience members didn’t
quite appreciate the show; my favourite being an elderly gent who
loudly left just before the interval clutching a bundle of coats which
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appeared to contain his mildly protesting wife - he stumbled up the
aisle huffing, ‘Well, well well...that’s quite enough of that!’
Happily though, we also received some great feedback many people appreciating the dedication, hard work and strong
performances given by the cast. It was especially good to see so
many new faces and young people in the audience, such as ten
year old Harry who came three times and helped to explain the plot
to the more mystified audience members.
It’s gratifying to see how much our members have developed
in confidence and skills over the past year. I am always amazed
and somewhat envious at the range of skills they have - whereas
I can’t wait to flee from the stage at the merest whiff of a showtune, they will happily launch themselves into a dance routine on
stage and throughout the entire backstage area...Instagramming
it as they go!
Their happy and exuberant enthusiasm for all
things theatrical makes the Youth Theatre such an asset to the
future of the SDC.
We couldn’t do any YT show without the support of an army
of brilliant people front of house and behind the scenes, we do
appreciate their help in making the SDC Youth theatre such an
exciting and dynamic part of ‘The Little.
The Youth Theatre currently has a strong and talented membership
of 80 young people, mainly because they enjoy the support and
encouragement of the adult members, the challenge of exciting
theatrical opportunities, the benefit of our senior members’ skills
and experience. And best of all, we can all enjoy watching their
shows and gain a little warmth from the energy and enthusiasm
they bring to our club.
Paul Wilkinson”

Security Precautions
The atrocities and horrors which dominated our lives this May and June continue to have their ripple effects on security in public places.
For me, in the Manchester area, theatres and concert halls have reacted in various ways. Shortly after the Arena attack I was alerted by
email to allow extra time to allow a bag search on entering the Lowry theatre – but on the night, nothing seemed to be happening.
I have now received my season tickets for the Halle Orchestra in the Bridgewater Hall together with an extensive list of banned items
which I must not try to bring into the hall, which is as comprehensive as going through security at the airport. This list includes the usual
suspects of liquids in any container and aerosols, backpacks and laptops, helmets and lasers, so I must assume that by September when
the season starts, I will be faced on entering the building with an airport style baggage and body check. Better safe than sorry I suppose,
but the maniacs are taking the pleasure out of all social life. Are there any theatres in the Guild adopting this kind of tough policy, with or
without advice from the local police?

AACTFest 2017:
Youth Leadership Conference
The following piece of news comes from the USA and AACT
(American Association of Community Theatres)
The AACT Youth Leadership Conference June 27 – 30 will focus
on cultivating youth who aspire to be leaders in their communities.
The conference is open to ages 14-18 and will consist of roundtable discussions, youth activities, educational workshops, and
enlightening sessions. The goal of this exciting conference is
to instill confidence, knowledge, and team building skills in an
exhilarating and stimulating experience.
At the 2017 AACT Youth Leadership Conference:
* Meet someone new, learn something new;
* See amazing theatre from around the country;
* Share your theatre experiences with other Youth Leaders from
around the country;
* Chat about each day’s performances, create your own lists of
winners, and see how they line up with the awards on Saturday;
* Team up and participate in a special AACT Scavenger Hunt, then
present your team’s findings at one of our workshops;
* Learn from a panel of experienced AACT theatre professionals;
* Brainstorm! Give us your perspective. We want to know how you
experience AACT as a Youth Leader and what you see for future
AACT Youth Leadership Conferences
* Plus more...
It is going to be a great Conference! Come join us!
Of course, over there “they do things big”. This Fest took place in
Rochester Minnesota. Bookings included special deals on flights
and hotels!

A feast for the senses
“In recognition of the 50th Anniversary of the Abbey Theatre
in 12 months’ time we plan to introduce immersive, multi-sensory
technology in the main auditorium. This will give the audience the
full experience of being in the environment of the play on stage. By
way of example, this will include:
*Addition of insects, particularly midges, fed into the auditorium
during On Golden Pond;
*Cannabis aroma and scattered badger droppings for Jerusalem;
*Reducing the auditorium temperature to -30° Celsius during our
next Christmas show, The Snow Queen. We will provide fur coats,
mittens and hats for audiences at a modest hire charge. We are still
examining how best to introduce cutting, icy winds across the
auditorium.
The Sensorama 3000™ system will operate through 16 micropumps imbedded at various points on the floor and ceiling of the
auditorium. This will require a reduction in the number of seats
available from 230 to 197. If audiences receive the introduction
of Sensorama 3000™ positively, we plan to extend the system to
the Studio. We believe that it would be particularly effective for a
production of The Birds in the recent stage adaptation by Conor
McPherson. You will first know whether we decide to perform this
play when you see members of the Props team (all already excited
about the idea) carefully picking their way through the trees and
bushes of Verulamium Park with nets held high above their heads.”
From Chairman Martin Goodman’s letter in Prompt Corner, the
Newsletter for Abbey Theatre, St Albans, 1st April 2017.)
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Quotes from your Newsletters
“At last we can look forward to summer, sunshine,
barbecues and warmth!” (from the May Newsletter for The
Norbury Theatre, Droitwich Spa)
“On a sour note, the theatre was a victim of a burglary
and I would like to reiterate how important it is to maintain
our levels of security. It is imperative that only members
are allowed into the theatre outside of our opening times.
Please be vigilant and check who is trying to gain access.
Always look at the screen and if you don’t recognise the
person ask for details of why they are gaining access and
if necessary check in person before allowing access.” (from
the Chairman’s column in the Newsletter for Southport
Little Theatre)
“TTC has purchased our first moving lights! These are LED
wash lights with moving heads and zoom lens which allows
us control the brightness, colour, direction and zoom level
all from the lighting desk. The units we have purchased
are Martin Rush MH6’s and we have 8 of them. We will be
organising a training session on using the new lights. Please
get in contact if you would be interested in attending.” (from
the Newsletter for Teddington Theatre Club)
“Anyone fancy giving a home to an unwanted organ?!
Oo-er Missus! Wait for it…of the musical kind! We have
an electric organ at the theatre which is free to anyone
who is able to collect it.” (from the Newsletter for RaTS at
Oasthouse Theatre, Rainham)
“The Grapevine annual Spring Mini Beer Festival will take
place from Thursday 1 to Saturday 3 June. We hope to
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feature around nine different ales over the course of the
festival with five available at any one time. More details
of the beers and other delights that we hope to feature
are given on the Grapevine web pages. As an additional
attraction, the local CAMRA branch will be presenting us
with an award for West Middlesex Club of the Year on the
Thursday, or you could combine your visit with The Last of
the Haussmans in the Judi Dench Playhouse on the Friday
and Saturday, when we hope to stay open until midnight.”
(Nigel Bamford writing in Q lines, the Newsletter for
Questors Theatre, Ealing)
“We want to bring some unity to the colour schemes in the
Playhouse. I recently counted 13 different colours around
the place. A single colour would have aesthetic and practical
implications.” (from the Newsletter for Halifax Thespians)
“If you see a new face helping out backstage or front-ofhouse, please say hello. It can be a little daunting joining a
club with 423 members, so make them welcome. Remember
your first day.” (Another little piece from the Newsletter for
Southport LT)
“I know I am preaching mostly to the converted here,
but I feel the need to emphasise just how much lack of
volunteer staffing affects the audience experience. Demand
for our theatre is high. We provide good service to local
outside organizations. All these organizations bring in much
needed income that contributes to on-going maintenance
and building development. We cannot survive without them
and we need to be able to staff them all appropriately.” (frpm
the Chairman’s column in Prompt Corner, the Newsletter
for Abbey Theatre, St Albans)

Book Review
A newly published book – Irresistible: Why We Can’t Stop Checking, Scrolling, Clicking and Watching, by Adam
Alter – explores the current addiction to electronic technology. Studies reveal that 40% of us have some sort of internetbased addiction. Technology is designed to hook us, and to keep us locked in. Steve Jobs gave the world the iPad but
made very sure his kids never got near one. Addiction isn’t inherent or genetic, but rather a function of environment and
circumstance; and the internet is impossible to avoid, it is bottomless, and is immersive as you can carry it around. Is it
easier to give up heroin, or cigarettes? Another study estimates that the average smartphone user spends nearly three
hours a day on his or her mobile phone. Our average attention span in 2000 was 12 seconds, compared to 8 seconds today,
less than that of a goldfish! Lots of food for thought here!
They say that all publicity helps! What about the last sentence of a recent review in The Guardian, of a new production
of Cavalli’s Hipermestra at Glyndebourne Opera:“You’re unlikely to see this rarity better staged anywhere, though
whether you need to see it at all is another matter.”

News from Member Theatres
In early May it was announced that Honorary Associate
John Brook had died aged 92. He had been a member
of Halifax Thespians since 1945, instrumental in the
conversion of the chapel into the Playhouse we know today,
and a supporter of the LTG since his theatre joined the Guild
in the late 1940s. There were few national meetings that
he missed, travelling to places as far apart as Dumfries
and Newport IOW, and his charming character and cheerful
presence became quite a regular feature. Halifax Playhouse
remains a very loyal member of the Guild, and an ever
willing host to meetings largely thanks to John’s advocacy.
Our sympathies go out to Anne.
It was also sad to record during April and May the deaths
of two more LTG friends, who will be well known to stalwart
guild conference attenders. Mair Howells died in Newbury
in April. During the years that her late former husband
Geoff Bennett was LTG Chairman and active within the
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Guild (at Criterion Theatre, Coventry and later at Penrith
Players) she regularly contributed to our conferences, and
made many friends.
Then in May in Coventry Joyce Morris, wife of Guild
Honorary Associate Keith Morris (of Priory Theatre,
Kenilworth) died. Joyce was unfailingly such a happy and
bubbly personality that it was always a joy to meet her at
LTG events. All will be sadly missed.
Chairman of Oasthouse Theatre, Rainham, Helen Caston,
ran the London Marathon in 5:48:41 – congratulations! She
says she cannot wait to do it again!
Questors Theatre, Ealing has added a new member to
the Board of Management with a portfolio labelled ‘strategy’.
Carl Hayhurst, our Chelsea Pensioner friend, has been
getting into the limelight quite quickly – appearing with
some Calendar Girls at the Chelsea Flower Show!

LTG Newsletter

Relationship
Meetings
Northern Region Secretary
Margaret Mann reports to her
members at Southport Little Theatre
in the April newsletter:
“Currently, throughout the three
regions, Northern, Central and Southern,
Relationship Meetings are being held.
We have held two in the North and the
third one is on 6th May in Dewsbury.
These meetings enable officers and
delegates from our theatres to meet
the LTG officials and discuss problems in
running our theatres, ideas for solutions
and future strategies for moving our
theatres forward.
The perennial problems seems to be
in finding the manpower necessary for
putting on the productions. There is a
shortage in most areas of our theatres.
One particular worry, reported by many
delegates, is the unreliability of some
actors. Numerous examples have been
given of actors, having been cast in
good time, suddenly pulling out. There
appears to be a lack of loyalty to the
society. These actors often move from
society to society picking their parts and
have no real roots anywhere. In a recent
newsletter Michael Shipley wrote a very
comprehensive article on this problem.
Production teams are finding difficulties
in staffing shows and there is the usual
feeling from them that actors should help
more in areas of the theatre, other than
acting. I can appreciate this feeling, but
from both points of view. Actors do have
to attend 24/26 rehearsals, spend much
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time learning lines, sorting out personal
props, having wardrobe fittings etc. and
then perform at the theatre for nearly
a fortnight. If you added the amount
of time the actor gives to the theatre
when cast in a play it would easily be
as much as someone who might be
helping to put up a set or being curtain
person etc. However, a lack of people
with the necessary skills to stage a play,
means the same group is called upon
consistently.
In addition, the FOH, Servery, Bar,
Box office, need teams, too, so what
solutions did people have? Reducing the
number of plays was not an option for
most theatres. It would certainly mean
a loss of revenue and, if a sublet were
brought in to replace a play, it would
not reduce the over- stretched teams
and would further diminish the feeling
of belonging to a special Dramatic Club.
One theatre, in an effort to encourage
all members to work together, ensures
that the SM on the last night of a play,
ascertains from each actor which job
he/she will be doing in the next play!
This swells the Production team and
all actors comply. Another group is not
quite so draconian, but asks all actors
cast in one play to work back stage on
another. This is not always possible, for
a variety of reasons, but a niche can be
found in other areas for the actor.
Falling audiences is also a common
cause for concern, as is attracting
talented members. Marketing expertise
is necessary, but experts are not easily
available, and theatres have their own
ways of coping. Some theatres have
found that visiting retirement villages
and housing have provided a rich source

New Writing & New Plays
Timberlake Wertenbaker Premiere in Bolton!
Bolton’s Octagon Theatre enjoyed a scoop in May – the
premiere of Winter Hill, a new play by acclaimed playwright
Timberlake Wertenbaker. Announced nearly 12 months ago, the
final product when revealed in May had difficulty living up to
its advance publicity. Set atop Bolton’s wildest moorland West
Pennine feature, Winter Hill, this seemed almost incidental to
the development of the plot (which may have disappointed
some local punters hoping for something a little more like
the plays of Bill Naughton). A local ladies’ reading group are
meeting one dark evening
in the unfinished mess of
a Chinese hotel building
project on the hill, left over
from a financial crash. The
group has been taken over
by an anarchist planning
a terrorist attack to draw
attention to the destruction
of our natural environment.
Strange
flash-forwards
indicate that the ladies
suffered a dreadful calamity
that evening. There is a lot
of entertaining discussion

of talent as retirees are much more active
nowadays. Skills in sewing, set building,
computer skills, publicity, management
and people wishing to work FOH have
been discovered by many theatres.
Also, leafleting and visiting these places
to explain what the theatre does have
all helped to increase audiences. Some
actors have been recruited, too. At the
other end of the scale, most theatres
have good liaisons with schools and keep
an eye on plays featuring the curriculum
and have good Youth Theatres.
Choices of plays have been discussed
and, although there are people who
think only comedies attract, we all
agreed we need a wider range of plays
and enough challenge for the actors we don’t want to lose those we have!
The climate today, with the accent on
political correctness, has made theatres
look at adapting plays so audiences won’t
be offended by the attitudes to race and
gender etc. which have changed over
time. However, as has been pointed out
many times, Shakespeare deals with all
these issues and doesn’t offend! There is
a good article in the current newsletter
written by Kevin Spence, giving his
views (newsletters on notice board).
I have highlighted the general problems
we share which were discussed. There
were other subjects which specific
theatres raised relating to safeguarding,
risk assessment, management issues,
fund raising and mumbling instead of
speaking clearly etc. etc.
All meetings have been well attended
and the incidental discussions, and
networking that happen make these
occasions even more worthwhile.
Margaret Mann (LTG Rep)”

and argument, including an extended lecture on the fate of
Easter Island, and in Act 2 the arrival of a modern day Greek
Fury, but on the whole the writer is throwing at us enough
points to fill all this month’s election manifestos! One wonders
when the final script arrived, and whether a longer period of
preparation might have enabled the talented company to offer
us a more balanced play. The fact that the new play involves a
cast of 8 women of mixed ages is not a strong enough reason
for me to recommend it to amateur societies. Nevertheless, as
Michael Billington reported in The Guardian, there were some
pleasures to be had.
Michael Shipley, 16.5.17

Your Place in the Clouds?
“Harborough Theatre now has a place in the Clouds! That
doesn’t mean we are all angels (though no doubt a few are
numbered amongst our members). It means that Google has
given us some free space in its computers, plus the usual
range of office-type programs (or Apps as they’re called now)
for storing our admin. We are already keeping a wide range of
material there. If you would like access, ask *** and he will
give you an account and simple instructions to log on.
If you use Facebook and Twitter, please help to raise the
profile of the theatre.
Share your photos and promote the events you are involved in.
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The Kevin Spence Column

THE INSPIRATIONAL ‘CAVE’ MAN
Not far from Hull, this year’s UK City of Culture, and
within sight of the Humber Bridge, are the neighbouring
tiny villages of North Cave and South Cave. Over 30
years ago, a little boy called Steven from South Cave
was taken to the cinema in Hull to see ‘The Empire
Strikes Back’ and he was fixated by the character of
Yoda – not just who he was in the story, but, most
importantly, how the brilliant technicians made him
seem so real.
At the Olivier Awards this year at the Albert Hall,
many theatre makers and actors voiced their concern
about the shrinking role of arts education in the UK
school curriculum and the decreasing numbers of
children attending live theatre performances. Even the
DCMS’s own Taking Part survey found that only 31%
of 5 to 10 year olds had engaged with theatre and
drama in the past year.
My own particular concern is that it is becoming ever
more difficult for ordinary kids to fund themselves
through drama training after 18, plus, on present
evidence, there is going to be an appalling skills gap
at technician level – I mean everything from stage
management to lighting, sound, design, costume,
and set construction skills – which is going to become
ever wider, as current curriculum trends produce their
inevitable consequences. I voiced these concerns at
the Open Forum at our splendid National Conference at
the Archway Theatre at Horley on April 8th.
So what has all this to do with that little boy from
South Cave, you may well be asking? Well, that little
boy grew into the actor, voice artist and puppeteer,
Steven Kynman, who is currently in rehearsal for Vice
Versa at the RSC, and whose inspirational story I was
privileged to hear on the morning of April 9that our
conference in Horley. I was delighted to hear it for a
number of reasons.
Firstly, anyone listening had to admire Steve’s talent,
drive and tenacity. Secondly, it proved the perfect
illustration of what we are about to lose if the concerns
I expressed at the Open forum are to be realised.
Finally, having sat through talks at LTG conferences too
numerous to mention, this one was fresh, different and
enthralling – and yes, I learned about lots of things I
had not known before!
Steven had pursued his interest in puppetry and
animatronics throughout his childhood and managed to
find an expression for this in his practical work in his
GCSE Design course. Furthermore, he joined a local
youth theatre, because he found he had a facility for
voices and accents. He soon realised that if you are good
at doing impressions at school, your classmates are too
busy laughing to ever bully you. On a whim, he sent
examples of his work to Jim Henson, and thus began
a working relationship with the Muppet Organisation.
To leap forward, Steven has not only managed to
create an acting career for himself, but he has continued
his work in puppetry, and became the voice of Fireman
Sam, plus various voices in Thomas the Tank Engine,
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Bob the Builder and countless others. Oh, and there
is the little matter of having just worked on the latest
Star Wars movie that none of us have seen yet!
So the big question is this: what will be the fate
of multi-talented children like Steve from lovely little
villages like South Cave in the future?
The Little Theatre Guild cannot of course totally
compensate for the lack of opportunities for such
children engendered by the strictures of the current
school curriculum, but we can make an important
contribution to giving them the practical experience
which schools and colleges are no longer in a position
to provide. Of course, this is nothing new. The LTG has
throughout its history given young people a cultural
enrichment to their lives and helped to enhance what
they have learned at school. The sad difference now
is that, if present circumstances persist, our role will
become much more important. We will not be just in
the business of cultural enrichment, but of helping to
realise a core education in all the theatre skills for all
those young people who have the talent to make their
future within the creative industries.
Furthermore, the LTG will not just provide much of this
fundamental groundwork, but it will help young people
to appreciate the joy of being part of an audience in
a world where rising costs, curriculum demands and
educational red tape prevent them from seeing live
work. Consequently, I am in no doubt that we all have
an increasingly important role to play for young people
– and even more so, if we run a youth theatre, and
manage to give backstage opportunities for talented
youngsters, notwithstanding the usual safeguarding
and health and safety issues. Perhaps, if we see the
need to protect our young people as an excuse not to
provide them with the unique opportunities for learning
that we can provide, we are not thinking creatively
enough ourselves!
Finally, if you agree with me that there is an important
role for us in this work, then we should trumpet this fact
from the rooftops at every opportunity. I shall be doing
everything I can in the present climate to announce
the vital work which the LTG can do now and in the
future and I hope you will join me in this endeavour.
Whether we are speaking to theatre professionals,
educationalists, local and national politicians or just our
networks of social media contacts, this is something
that LTG theatres should be proudly supporting. We
have always known we have an important contribution
to make – but perhaps it has never been more vital than
it is now to remind others about all that we achieve. To
that end my warm thanks to all those of you, especially
youth theatre leaders, who use this Newsletter as a
vehicle to inform, entertain and stimulate us with the
latest about your activities with young people. I would
love this to be a regular feature in LTG Newsletters
going forward. Let us not waste any opportunity to
celebrate what we are and what we do – after all, there
might be another little boy called Steven in the future
whose life we help to transform!
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The Email -v- Postal
Newsletter Argument
News from both Bromley Little Theatre and Southport
Little Theatre that publication of a regular Newsletter to
members for circulation by post was to end, with only an
email edition being provided in future ‘on line’, brought a
plea from Eddie Redfern (S R Secretary and Archway
Theatre, Horley): “DON’T DO IT”, he pleaded. “The
Archway Theatre did this and our box office fell during the
next year by well over 10%. Members were not reading
the email newsletter. People put the printed newsletter in a
convenient place to remind them to book. Once we returned
to sending out the paper version our box office returned to
normal. Please ask your committee to reconsider.” What are
the views and experiences of other LTG theatres on this?

News from ABTT
Sentencing Guidelines: What your
CEO and Trustees should know:
This was a seminar topic at the June
ABTT Theatre Show and Conference
in London. Section 85 of the Legal
Aid, Sentencing and Punishment of
Offenders Act 2012 (which came into
force on 12 March 2015) had the effect
of increasing the level of most fines
available for magistrates’ courts, to
an unlimited fine (previously £20,000
for most health and safety offences),
for breaches of the Health & Safety at
Work etc Act 1974 and the relevant
statutory provisions.
There have been real problems from
recent major HSE prosecutions. The
seminar provided an opportunity to
understand how the Friskies schedule
operates. Friskies is a mechanism
stemming from the recommendations
of the Court of Appeal in the case

At my theatre, Bolton Little Theatre, we pruned the
postal list down to about 60, and everyone else on the
mailing list gets the Newsletter by email now. It seems
quite impossible to say that our box-office returns show
a decline in sales because of this decision. Is there any
evidence that emailing people with news is less effective
in producing ticket sales than using the old postal system?
I don’t automatically accept that ‘hits’ on a media site
get translated into significant ticket sales, which is
the ultimate objective of the work!! Bolton’s chairman
comments: Facebook – website – printed newsletters –
e-mail newsletters – flyers – programmes – posters – and
even word of mouth are all marketing, and none of them
can be directly attributed to ticket sales. All we know, and
all anybody else knows, even in industry – the more you
market or spend on marketing, the more successful you
will be, and there is no correlation at all in quantifying the
costs, (sadly).

of Regina v Friskies Petcare UK Ltd,
by which defendants may submit
mitigating factors which they consider
relevant to sentencing. Under the
Friskies schedule the defence is
reminded that it should provide the
last three years’ accounts to the Court.
In the event no financial information is
provided, the court is entitled to infer
that the defendant can pay any fine.
STEPHEN JOSEPH
THEATRE SCARBOROUGH:
ABTT are promoting two very special
‘talk’ events, taking place at the
Stephen Joseph Theatre, Scarborough,
later this year in September. Stephen
Joseph was a founding member of the
ABTT and on the first management
committee.
*About Stephen Joseph
Sunday, 24 September 2017 @ 15.00
Who was Stephen Joseph? Find out
about his pioneering work and the
legacy he left behind.
Dr Paul Elsam, author of the acclaimed

Mastering an Accent
Steven Kynman’s tips from his LTG Conference
presentation at Archway Theatre, Horley in April:
“We met the voice of Fireman Sam at the recent LTG
Conference at the Archway Theatre Horley. He is Steve
Kynman, a very talented voice actor, actor and puppeteer,
soon to appear on the RSC Stage in Vice Versa. One of the
many interesting nuggets of information he shared is about
the speech accent archive based at the George Mason
University of Texas, Austin (http://accent.gmu.edu).
Steve, whose range of voices is truly amazing, advised
that when you need to master an accent, you should spend
a lot of time just listening to the accent before making any
attempt to speak it.

book Stephen Joseph: Theatre Pioneer
& Provocateur, and SJT Archivist
Simon Murgatroyd, will discuss who
Stephen Joseph was, his pioneering
work at Scarborough’s Library Theatre
and the legacy he left which inspires
and influences the SJT to this day.
Price: £6.50
*Remembering Stephen Joseph
Sunday, 24 September 2017, 17.00
Come and hear stories from the people
who were inspired and work worked
with Stephen Joseph.
Alan Ayckbourn, who was famously
inspired by Stephen Joseph to become
a playwright, is joined by others who
were lucky enough to witness firsthand the revolutionary form that
Stephen’s new theatre took.
Price: £6.50
Any LTG Member planning to book
for any ABTT event should remember
to state that the LTG is an associate
member of ABTT, and entitled to any
available discount.

The ‘elicitation paragraph’ that is the text that all those
who have contributed to the website read is:

Please call Stella. Ask her to bring these things with
her from the store: six spoons of fresh snow peas,
five thick slabs of blue cheese, and maybe a snack for
her brother Bob. We also need a small plastic snake
and a big toy frog for the kids. She can scoop these
things into three red bags, and we will go meet her
Wednesday at the train station.

The paragraph contains most of the consonants, vowels,
and clusters of standard English (that’s American English).
And if you think you have an interesting accent, you too
can contribute to the website.”
Anne Gilmour, LTG Rep
(Taken from Q Lines, the Newsletter for Questors Theatre,
Ealing)

“What is so shocking now is that young actors don’t want to find out about the legacy that we left. They are not curious.
It is not laziness, it is just non-curiosity. I think it is terribly important to know that whole history of theatre we have, why
you’re in it, what people did before, the lives of actors.” (Dame Judi Dench, when unveiling a blue plaque at John Gielgud’s
home in Westminster. She also commented on the lack of audibility with young actors.) “That is laziness. Often I want to
shout out: ‘Will you say that again because I can’t hear!’ If you’re not going to be heard, then stay at home and do it your
living room. It doesn’t require shouting, it requires learning about it and learning where your voice comes from. It is part
of an actor’s business to make the text understandable.”
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To Be or Not To Be
by Kathy West of Oasthouse Theatre,
Rainham
“I was thrilled when asked to write a piece
for the newsletter about my work with the Royal
Shakespeare Company! Although sadly not
cast in a great Shakespeare play at the Globe
Theatre in London or at the Swan in Stratford,
I have been learning how to become a teacher
director and to produce Shakespeare scenes and
edited scripts with young children at the primary
school I work in, Ethelbert Road Primary School
in Faversham.
Four years ago my head-teacher approached
me, knowing that I was a keen thespian and
asked if I would like to get involved with a project
with the RSC. Well you can imagine my delight
and enthusiastically replied with a massive yes!
The project started with a workshop led by
an RSC practitioner at the Marlowe theatre in
Canterbury. The Taming of the Shrew was the
first play we worked on. We were taught games,
improvisation, character and script work which
we could use with the children once we returned
to school.
I was amazed to discover that the RSC use
exactly this approach in the early stages of
rehearsals, to familiarise themselves with
characters and the plot. The children back at
school loved learning about Shakespeare and we
worked on scenes from The Taming of the Shrew
which they performed in an assembly.
I have been lucky enough to have attended
twelve workshops during the last four years

Being Let Down
News trickles through
increasingly these days of
LTG
member
productions
being cancelled at the last
minute – not because of the
withdrawal of rights (I think
we largely have this problem
resolved now!) but most often
because of cast members and/
or directors having to withdraw
and so letting the society down.
It takes a long time these days
to replace actors/directors, as
the pool of candidates is much
reduced from what it used to
be. And those candidates want
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and worked towards many Shakespeare plays
including: Twelfth Night, Henry IV part one,
Othello, A Midsummer Night’s Dream, Romeo
and Juliet, The Tempest and Hamlet.
The children at Ethelbert Road School have
performed on the main stage at the Marlowe
Theatre and at the Gulbenkian Theatre in
Canterbury as well as performing in Canterbury’s
Westgate Gardens and Folkestone’s amphitheatre.
However my proudest moment was being invited
to take 8 children to 10 Downing Street to be part
of a Hamlet workshop. The children sat around
the table in the cabinet office and met the then
Prime Minister, David Cameron!
The project with the RSC will run for one more
year. Although, now I have had great training;
I will continue to teach the children about
Shakespeare’s life and works and direct the
children’s Shakespeare performances. Maybe
one day I will direct a Shakespeare play at the
Oasthouse Theatre, you never know!”

time to read the play, and
think about things, and then
often forget to ring back with
news, one way or another. By
the time one problem has been
resolved, it is more than likely
that a fresh one has arisen –
the director will have run out
of time to achieve his vision,
confidence has been eroded,
momentum lost, and apathy
has set in. The production
cannot be rescued!
News of at least two
productions being cancelled
came to me in one week
recently – is this the tip of the
iceberg?
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Book Review

BALANCING ACTS

Behind the scenes at the National Theatre
Nicholas Hytner
Jonathan Cape/Penguin Random House, @ £20.00
Rather than bore you
with my own take on this
fascinating book, here are
various comments collected
by The Guardian, to whet
your appetite:
“Nicholas Hytner has
written about his 12 years
in charge of the National
Theatre in Balancing Acts.
The title refers to “reconciling
art with entertainment and
adventurous programming
with fiscal responsibility”,
according
to
Benedict
Nightingale in the Times,
who called it an “enjoyable account [which] brings alive
the pressures and rewards of running that concrete
Oz on the South Bank”. In What’s On Stage, Sarah
Crompton praised its prose, “as simultaneously
controlled and revealing as Hytner himself. It never
dishes the dirt and keeps personal insight and
agonised soul-searching to an absolute minimum. But
it is revelatory nonetheless, full of anecdotes [and]
insight, Hytner’s book is a vital reminder both of what
theatre can do - and what is at stake if we take it for
granted.” The Mail on Sunday’s Craig Brown hailed
“a wonderful book: stimulating, intelligent, gossipy,
heartfelt, affectionate, honest and, perhaps above
all, fun”. But Hytner’s biggest fan was his friend and
predecessor at the National, Richard Eyre, who wrote
in the Evening Standard: “The qualities of Hytner’s

A Few Days
Around Durham
A Treat for our
Northern Friends

For those of you not tied to work
on Monday mornings, why not add
a few days onto your attendance
at the Northern Region Conference
at City Theatre, Durham to explore
the beautiful countryside around
Durham - Hexham, Corbridge and
of course, the coast. Sept 29th –
Oct 1st.
The theme of the conference is
‘Drama is What Drives Us’ and the
weekend will showcase five different
productions from five different
theatres.
This extravaganza will

writing are the qualities of his work as a director - he
doesn’t generalise, he’s specific, he’s detailed, he’s
witty and entertaining, has an ability to be serious
without being portentous, and he’s able to tell a good
story. He’s generous without being self-serving and
politic without being unctuous.”
A standing ovation?

The Trump Effect
Michael Billington wrote in the Guardian:
“Sponsorship, a British director once told me, is
implicit censorship. As if to prove the point, Delta
Airlines and Bank of America have pulled out of funding
a New York Shakespeare in the Park production of
Julius Caesar, on the grounds that the Roman dictator
is played as a blond haired bully with an American
tie-pin and a Slavic wife. A spokesperson for one of
the sponsors said the portrayal of Caesar was clearly
designed “to provoke and offend” which some of us
thought was one of theatre’s basic functions.”
Billington went on to speculate on other
Shakespearean roles that might benefit from Trumplookalike portrayals, including Richard III, Lear and
Parolles from All’s Well. “In the meantime, there is
bound to be a big laugh next time we hear Timon of
Athens ask: ‘What means that trump?’. It’s a question
to which we would all like to know the answer.”
Yet there is a sinister undertone to this news.
Criticising Trump is often likely to unleash a torrent
of vituperative criticism from his fellow Twitterers. He
has made it clear that he doesn’t suffer being made
a fool of lightly; he possesses an extraordinarily
thick head and incredibly thin skin. It is worrying to
note the insidious but understandable creep of selfcensorship among everyday Americans, says one
commentator. “This decision in New York provides
yet another example that, when it comes to Trump,
exercising your right to free speech – that dearest of
American value – can prove an expensive endeavour.”

commence on Friday night with an
extract from ‘Waiting for Godot’ a
one man show which is in turn funny
and disturbing and has featured at
both Brighton and Buxton Fringe
Festivals.
On Saturday we will
have ‘And a Nightingle Sang’ by
C P Taylor and on Sunday three
short excerpts from three different
regional theatres.
This will be combined with thought
provoking workshops on ‘Between a
Rock and a Hard Place’ – selecting
your season’s plays, and if you’ve
ever put together a season you’ll
appreciate the title!
Workshops
also on Lighting Design and Youth
Theatre.
As usual food and drink will feature
prominently and the Saturday
dinner will be prior to the show at a

restaurant next to the theatre.
Delegates will be guaranteed a very warm
welcome. See your Rep. for details.
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Set Builders Heaven!
Actors have left the building!

Our merry band of three-times-a-week set builders have
got the place to themselves - no interruptions from over
anxious directors wanting flats moved six inches this way
or that way - changing their minds about the
wallpaper/paint colour/position of entrances and exits.
Just the plan and model to follow.
Here is the set for Dead Guilty, the opening play
for season 2017/18 at Bolton Little Theatre.
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